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Joseph Fried mentioned on Twitter recently that he had an unusually 
busy calendar, with a string of back-to-back trials. But by last weekend, that 
seemed to change. A saturday tweet said, “Case settled. No trial Monday.”

on Monday morning, that more traditional type of communication, 
a phone call, revealed it wasn’t just one case that settled last week. it 
was six, including two on Friday.

six?
“i guess the planets aligned,” said Fried, a partner at Fried rogers 

Goldberg. “i resolved six cases last week.”
Total value of the six settlements: $20 million. Fried said his partner, 

Michael Goldberg, told him, “You just had an incredible year—in a week.” 

 Four of the six cases were over trucking accidents, the focus of Fried’s 
practice. Three were confidential settlements. one that’s not confidential 
can’t be disclosed yet because of pending paperwork. Another covered the 
death of a 64-year-old in poor health and driving a golf cart. The golf cart 
case settled for the limits of the defendant driver’s $1.3 million state Farm 
insurance Co. policy. The biggest of the six settlements—$5.5 million—was 
for an interstate trucking case with complex commercial insurance issues.

 here are details from Fried on all six settlements.

$1.3m golf cart crash
on Nov. 13, 2011, a sunny, dry, clear sunday afternoon, at approximately 

1:50 p.m., donald dekle was driving a Ford F-350 pickup truck and 
pulling a trailer southbound on Brackin road near horseshoe road in 
seminole County. Jimmy smith was up ahead, driving a street-legal golf 
cart. dekle slammed into the rear of the golf cart at full speed. smith was 
ejected from his golf cart and thrown approximately 114 feet, and died 
as a result of his injuries. 

“Mr. smith was 64 years old at the time of his death. he had been 
disabled for health issues for a decade and his health had deteriorated to 
the point where he no longer drove a car and was otherwise quite restricted 
in his activities,” said Fried. 

if this case had been filed, it would have been venued in seminole County, 
which Fried figured would have pulled a conservative jury. The case was 
settled pre-suit for policy limits of $1.3 million. 

state Farm insured both the plaintiff and the defendant. “state Farm did 
a great job protecting their insured in this case,” said Fried, who worked out 
the deal directly with the insurance company. 

$50,000 or $5.5 million
 This case settled for $5.5 million and the dispute was over the limits of 

the insurance policy.  Two properly restrained sisters, ages 6 and 7, were 
killed when a tractor-trailer rig rear-ended their parents’ pickup truck that 
was stopped to turn left into their Versailles, ind., neighborhood. The battle 
was over how much coverage was available to the driver of a truck owned 
by roberts Trading Co. of richmond hill, Ga., under a complicated sentry 
insurance garage owner’s policy with multiple “drop down” provisions. 

 sentry, represented by Chad sizemore of Montgomery, rennie & Jonson 
in Cincinnati, ohio, said only $50,000 of coverage applied because the driver 
was an independent broker, not an employee, and was moving the truck for 
the company from ohio back to Georgia and not carrying freight. plaintiffs 
attorneys Neil Comer and John ertel of indiana called Fried to help them 
figure out if the sentry position was correct, or if the full $5.5 million policy 
limit could be applied.
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 Fried said he had never met the plaintiffs attorneys before, but one of them 
had attended a presentation he gave. Fried said he makes presentations for 
lawyers at CLes and other events around the country.

 “We had to shift the paradigm. it is moving freight. in this case, the freight 
is the truck itself,” Fried said. “The challenge here was understanding the 
nuances of trucking regulations. We had to focus the case on making sure 
the right entity was where the barrels were pointed.”

 That entity was roberts Trading Co., a savannah area trucking repair 
garage that also rented trucks to customers, and its sentry policy.

 “once we had our ducks in a row we issued them an ultimatum,” Fried 
said. “You’ve got a $5.5 million policy. We’ve got a case that’s worth $20 
million. if we’re wrong, you pay nothing. if you’re wrong, you may be 
exposing your insured to a $20 million judgment.”

 sentry’s attorney could not be reached.
 The case is Brown v. Roberts Trading Co., No. 4:12-CV-00037-rLY-

WGh (Us district Court, southern district of indiana)

Big trucks shouldn’t get lost
The plaintiff in this case was the family of Jere White, who was killed 

when he crested a hill on state route 6 in dallas, Ga., on May 11, 2011, 
and crashed into a tractor-trailer that was stopped—or nearly stopped—in 
the road. The truck was owned by Canadian-based Tenold Transportation 
and driven by Marious M’Bikata on his way to make a delivery to a rock 
quarry. he missed his turnoff while driving on the divided highway with a 
65-miles-per-hour speed limit. he pulled to the shoulder near a store and 
went in to get directions. he pulled back out onto the roadway, a very slow 
process since he’d parked on a steep incline. he crested a hill and then, 
according to witnesses, he stopped in the roadway, maybe intending to turn 
right onto a side road or make a U-turn. 

 “i made a huge big deal in the case that when a truck driver gets 
lost, it’s so much harder. You can’t do a ‘U-ey’ and turn around,” Fried 
said. Getting lost is a major safety issue for trucks, and precautions and 
equipment guard against it.

The plaintiff’s challenge in this case was that there was more than 700 
feet of visibility from the crest of the hill to the area of impact. other cars 
had successfully avoided the truck in the roadway. The police investigated 
the collision and found that White was primarily responsible for the 
collision. rockmart attorney dan simon, retained by the White family, 
called Fried to help him with the case. 

Fried said he exposed the trucking company’s liability in the case by 
methodically digging into the trucking company’s documents. The 
turning point came with depositions of the defendant driver and corporate 
managers, who admitted past safety infractions that should have led to the 
driver’s termination before the collision.

 The settlement amount was confidential.
 defense attorney Alan herman of hawkins parnell Thackston & 

Young confirmed the settlement but would not disclose the limits of 
the Northbridge insurance policy. he said the settlement was a good 
result for both sides. 

The case is White v. Tenold Transportation (2005), No. 1:11-CV-2997 
(U.s. district Court, Northern district of Georgia)

early morning in douglas County
 At 4:45 a.m. on May 29, 2008, Willie Chandler drove a loaded cement 

tanker truck eastbound on Georgia highway 8—a narrow two-lane, 
55-mph country road in douglas County. Chandler missed his turn 

and decided to make a U-turn. What he didn’t know was that the place 
he found to turn around was about 500 feet from the crest of a hill. As 
Chandler was making his turn, with the trailer angled across the road, 
Chris pitts crested the hill at full speed. pitts crashed into the side of the 
trailer, going under it. he was severely injured. 

Fried said the defense attorneys, John hall and rich hamilton of hall 
Booth smith and slover, “did fantastic work to keep the value of this case 
from blowing up.” They reached a confidential settlement. 

hall and hamilton couldn’t be reached for comment.
The case is Pitts v. Schwerman Trucking, No. 10eV009965 (Fulton 

County state Court)   

truck vs. Cadillac
 This case “presented the classic question of which vehicle changed 

lanes into which vehicle,” Fried said. A sanderson Farms tractor-trailer 
was traveling in the left lane beside a Cadillac. either the truck changed 
lanes into the Cadillac or the Cadillac changed lanes into the truck. But 
whichever vehicle initiated it, the result was that the front right corner of 
the tractor hit the left rear of the Cadillac, causing it to lose control, spin 
through a grass median and hit the plaintiffs’ vehicle in the oncoming lanes. 
in the plaintiffs’ vehicle, Lacey James was driving and Corey proctor was 
a front-seat passenger. Lacey died as a result of the impact; Corey suffered 
a broken shoulder and pelvis.

 The Georgia state patrol specialized Collision reconstruction Team 
investigated the wreck and found that the Cadillac was responsible for the 
crash, Fried said. The driver of the Cadillac was charged with vehicular 
homicide. The problem for the plaintiffs was that the Cadillac driver had 
minimum insurance limits and in order to prevail, the plaintiffs needed a 
jury to find that the tractor-trailer driver caused the wreck. 

 “This case presented sensitive issues of liability,” said Fried, a former 
police officer himself who said he does not like to have to go against law 
enforcement. “They had the police officers. Lacey James was a wonderful 
woman. she was 36 and had no spouse or children. she worked two jobs but 
was a low wage earner. Corey proctor had worked at shaw industries. After 
a yearlong recuperation, he was cleared to return to medium duty work.” 

 Fried had compliments for defense attorneys John “Jay” Train and 
Weinberg Wheeler (sanderson Farms) and Nola Jackson (Cadillac driver). 
he said the case settled a few weeks before it would have gone to trial. 

  The case is Proctor v. Sanderson Farms Inc., No. CV178293 (Fulton 
County state Court 2009)  Jackson of Cruser & Mitchell confirmed the 
settlement but didn’t comment on details. 

 
more to come

The sixth case is the one that Fried said he can’t talk about yet, pending 
final paperwork on the deal. he did say it is not a trucking case and, once 
complete, not a confidential settlement. it’s a personal injury case for a 
70-year-old. it is a Georgia case that would have gone to trial this week. 

Fried is still preparing for trials in May and June. But he said he does plan 
to take a vacation with his wife and four children in July. DR
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